Beijing (City Guide)

This newly updated Insight Guide to
Beijing has new full-colour photography
illuminating not only the main tourist
sights, but also the moods of the city and
the lives of the people. Each street atlas
covers a different part of Beijing City, and
is embedded within each narrative
description for easy-reference, as well as
being fully indexed. There is also a full
street atlas for the entire city, along with
street references, towards the back of the
guide for ease of use. The back pages
feature the Beijing Subway map to help
you navigate around public transport with
ease. The Best Of section illustrates
everything you cant afford to miss,
including lesser-known sights, best
architecture, best walks, best family
activities, best of Old and New Beijing,
plus money-saving hints. The main Places
section covers everywhere from The Great
Wall to the Forbidden City, the Lake
District and the North. A fascinating
Features section explores Life in the New
China and the Olympic legacy alongside
religion, the arts, and in particular the
Beijing Opera to ensure your break is well
informed. Each section of the city also has
its own updated restaurant listings,
featuring the best eateries to suit all
budgets, giving the address, phone number,
opening times and price range, followed by
a useful review. There is a similar feature
for the larger areas of Beijing giving an
insight into the best shopping facilities,
with each shop being given a succinct
review to help inform your decisions.
Practical information at the back of the
guide also covers accommodation and its
varying price ranges for each part of the
city, cross-referenced with the street atlas.
Travel tips cover transport, language,
currency and more to ensure a hassle free
holiday. Enjoy your city break in style with
Insight Guides.
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- 3 min - Uploaded by Lonely PlanetLearn more about Beijing: http:///china/beijing.Editors Note CNN Insider Guides
are thoroughly checked for accuracy. Given the fluid nature of the travel industry, however, some listings may fall out of
dateNational Geographics latest travel stories about Beijing. Beijing, the undulating metropolis located in remote
northeastern China, would take many lifetimes to fully explore and understand. The citysBeijing is rich in history and
culture - with UNESCO sites around every corner, its full of attractions, sights and areas that are literally fit for an
Emperor! Read thisVisit Beijing for an unforgettable adventure. Discover the best hotels, restaurants and things to do
with this highly curated Beijing travel guide.Guide to the best hotels and things to do in Beijing. Maps, travel tips and
more.Beijing Dadong Roast Duck Restaurant in Forbidden City & Dongcheng Central As you stroll with your guide
past watchtowers along the ancient fortification,In Beijing the march to modernity may seem unrelenting at times, but
the city still clings to parts of the past, including a heritage perhaps best encapsulated by The Forbidden City was the
seat of Chinese power for half a millennium until 1911 and needs a half day to explore. Photo: Shutterstock.Read Conde
Nast Travellers free Beijing travel guide with information about where to visit, where to eat, where to stay and what to
do in Beijing, China.Tours from Travel China Guide tend to sell out - travelers recommend Private Beijing Day Tour:
Tiananmen Square, Forbidden City, Temple of Heaven.
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